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ABSTRACT

Thermal insulation is the most effective energy saving measure for cooling in buildings. Therefore, the
main subject of many engineering investigations is the selection and determination of the optimum
insulation thickness. In the present study, the optimum insulation thickness on external walls and
roofs is determined based on the peak cooling loads for an existing residential building in Lahore,
Pakistan. Autodesk® Revit 2013 is used for the analysis of the building and determination of the
peak cooling loads. The analysis shows that the optimum insulation thickness to reduce peak cooling
loads up to 40.1% is 1 inch for external walls and roof respectively.
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featured as composite climate, with rainy, long and
extremely hot summer; foggy winter; dry autumn and
pleasant spring. The typical daytime temperature in
January is about 18oC and nighttime average temperature
is 6oC. While in the month of June, the average day time
temperature exceeds 40oC and nighttime average
temperature is 30oC. Thus due to long sunny and hot
climate, the major part of electric energy is used for
cooling to achieve thermal comfort [3].

In Pakistan, buildings are the major sector of energy
consumption and utilize about 76% of total electricity
[4]. Therefore, a lot of energy would conserve by
making these building energy efficient. The use of the
insulation materials in external walls and roof is the
direct and effective way to decrease the heat transfer

1.  INTRODUCTION
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Energy consumption is rapidly increasing due to
ever increasing population, urbanization,
migration to large cities and improvement in

living standards. This is a serious fact that conventional
energy sources i.e. fossil fuel are running out and the
whole world is facing energy crisis. According to WAPDA
(Water and Power Development Authority), it is getting
even worse in Pakistan from last decade due to gap
between supply and demand [1]. Pakistan needs
approximately 20,000MW/day, out of which only
13,500MW is being produced and thus, there is a shortfall
of 6500MW [2]. Under this scenario, there is a need to
conserve energy.

Lahore is the second largest city in Pakistan with latitude
31.5oN and longitude 74.3oE. The climate of Lahore is
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and electricity consumption [5]. However, it always
leads to higher investment. Thus, the determination of
the optimum thickness which could make the balance
between the decreased energy consumption and
increased investment of insulation layer is the scope
of present work.

A wide range of organizations such as NREL (National
Renewable Energy Laboratory) in USA, have examined
the green building design and energy efficiency in
buildings in different climates [6]. Bolatturk [7] studied
the optimum thickness for walls with respect to cooling
and heating degree hours in the warmest zone of Turkey
and Yu, et. al. [8], investigated on the optimal insulation
thickness for the hot summer and cold winter zone of
China where as Friess, et. al. [9], measured the wall
insulation for the residential villas in Dubai.

In Pakistan, only a few studies are available related to
the energy conservation through thermal insulation.
Ahmad, et. al. [10], studied the effect of low cost roof
insulating material on indoor temperature of building in
Lahore. But none specifically examine the optimal
thickness of insulation for buildings in Lahore.

2. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

The objective of this work is to determine the optimum
insulation thickness for wall and roof of residential
buildings in Lahore on the basis of percentage reduction
in peak cooling loads which is the key measure to
conserve electricity. Peak cooling load is the amount of
heat that must be removed over an hour’s time to keep
the space cool on the hottest day of summer. While
designing the typical building air conditioning system,
it must meet the peak cooling loads of building. With
the increase in insulation thickness walls and roof, peak
cooling load decreases and energy conservation
increases. The other parameters which influence the
optimal insulation thickness and used to make the

quantitative comparison among the different insulation
thicknesses are U-value and investment cost. U-value
is the overall heat transfer coefficient, measures the
effectiveness of a material in conducting heat and
decrease with the increase in insulation thickness while
investment cost is become quite higher with increasing
thicknesses. A single family residential building is
selected as case study. A virtual model of the case study
building was created in Autodesk® Revit 2013 with
necessary environmental data for simulation of cooling
loads and determination of U-values and investment
cost.

Autodesk® Revit 2013 is the BIM (Building Information
Modeling) software which allows the user to design with
completely integrated database with parametric drafting
and modeling element. It contains the functionality of
Revit Architecture, Revit MEP and Revit Structure in a
single software application [11]. The environmental data
for simulation in Revit includes the building construction
data, glazing data, condition type, occupancy, sensible
and latent heat gain values for electric loads, set point
temperature and weather data. The construction, glazing,
sensible and latent heat gain data is taken from ASHARE
and CBISE standards. The condition type (heating only,
cooling only or both), occupancy and set point
temperature is defined according to the user
requirements. The climatic data of Autodesk Revit
comprises of annual weather data and design dry bulb
temperature of each month. The values are taken from
ASHRAE 2005 database of daily range and profile of
dry-bulb temperature [12].

The building model is prepared in Revit Architecture and
analysis is performed by Revit MEP. MEP is an intuitive
mechanical, electrical and plumbing system design tool
as well as integrated with building performance analysis
tools to perform heating and cooling loads analysis, day
lighting analysis and more to support sustainable design.
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The heating and cooling loads calculation in Revit MEP
follows the ASHARE standards and based on the RTS
(Radiant Time Series) method. This method follows the
time delay effect as heat is transmitted into spaces from
exterior and from the envelopes. The overview of RTS
method is shown in Fig. 1.

The important areas of RTS method are computation of
conductive heat gain, the splitting of all heat gains into
radiant and convection portions and the conversion of
heat gains into cooling loads. The conductive heat gain
is calculated for each wall and roof type from Equation (1)
by using 24 response factors which gives a time series
solution to the transient, one dimensional conductive heat
transfer problem.

)(23

0 , rci jePj ttYAq       (1)

where qè  is hourly conductive heat gain, Btu/h (W), for

the surface, A is surface area, ft2 (m2), YPj  is jth response

factor, te,è-jä is sol-air temperature, oF(oC), j hours ago, and

trc is presumed constant room air temperature, oF(oC).

The next step is simplifies the conductive heat gains by

splitting into radiative and convective portions. The

convective portion instantly contributes to cooling load

while radiative portion is absorbed by the thermal mass

in the zone and then convected into the space which

creates a time lag and damping effect. Therefore, the

radiant portion of hourly heat gain is converted into

cooling loads from Equation (2) by using radiant time

factors on the basis of current and past heat gain.

 nn nqrQ
 23

0
(2)

FIG. 1. OVERVIEW OF RADIANT TIME SERIES METHOD [13]
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Where Qè  is Cooling load (Q) for the current hour (è),
Btu/h (W), qè-nä is the radiant gain at j hours ago, Btu/h
(W), and rn  is the nth time radiant factor, Btu/h (W).

3.1 The Base Case Building

The case study building is located in T-Block, Phase-
VIII, DHA Society, Lahore which served as base case.
The selected building is recently constructed and
representative of similar other residential buildings. It is
a double storey single family residential building with
covered area 2725 sq.ft (total area 4500 sq.ft). Its
architectural planning as shown in Fig. 2(a-b), is fully
compliance with the DHA bylaws. The orientation of the
building is 39o N. The design conditions are considered
according to ASHRAE standards and building is
simulated with conventional construction materials which
described in Table 1.

3.2 Modifications in Base Case

The building walls and roof for the base case were
modified by applying varying thicknesses of extruded
polystyrene as insulation. Extruded polystyrene (XPS
Diamond Jumbolon) is closed cell, locally available
best insulation to reduce the thermal conductivity. It is
more acceptable insulation than the other due to its
high insulation performance, long term reliability,
stable R-value, moisture resistance, strength and easy
installation process without any special skills[14-15].
Only need is to place polythene sheets above the foam
(extruded polystyrene) to protect from fresh concrete
and water [16]. Its density is 32 kg/m3 and thermal
conductivity is 0.026 W/mK. Seven modifications to
the walls and seven to the roof as shown in Table 2
were analyzed.

FIG. 2(a). ARCHITECTURAL PLAN (GROUND FLOOR) FIG. 2(b). ARCHITECTURAL PLAN (FIRST FLOOR)

N
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3.2.1          Wall Modifications

Walls are externally modified by adding the insulation
with varying thicknesses ranging from 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 , 2.5,
3,4.  External insulation to wall involves plastering the
brick work to provide a smooth surface, attachment of
the insulation boards using cement adhesive and
mechanical fixings, and inclusion of a fiber mesh in the
final surface plastering and additional work to deal with
openings and corners is required which needs more cost
than roof i.e. 100 Rs/ft2 for 1 inch thickness.

3.2.2          Roof Modifications

The roof is modified by adding the insulation with
varying thicknesses ranging from 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3,4
underneath the light weight concrete. The investment
cost for roof insulation is 68 Rs/ft2 for 1 inch thickness.
The mud phuska is retained in roof to prompt the
consideration of mixing old and new techniques of
insulation instead of totally replace the older techniques
which are less expensive.
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TABLE 1. BASE CASE BUILDING MODEL CHARACTERISTICS (AUTODESK REVIT LIBRARY DATA)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The base case and all the modifications were analyzed
by Autodesk® Revit and their U-value, peak cooling
loads, percentage difference with respect to base case
and investment cost were calculated shown in
Table 2.

It is clearly visible that increasing insulation has its primary
effect in the summertime, when the gains through walls
and roof are the largest and that the base case has higher
peak cooling loads as compare to all other insulation
modifications.

The results show that the insulation modifications in
roof have significantly reduced the cooling load of the
building as shown in Fig 3. The roof with ½ inch and
1inch insulation showing a decrease of 15.5 and 29.5%
respectively in the peak cooling load compared to the
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m/W( 2 )K.
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)%(
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foorniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-W1R 085.0 200.51 5.92 880741

foorniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-W5.1R 84.0 455.41 9.13 211102

foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-W2R 83.0 43.41 2.33 631552

foorniSPX)ni(5.2+esacesab-W5.2R 33.0 601.41 8.33 061903

foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-W3R 82.0 240.41 1.43 481363

foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-W4R 22.0 178.31 5.43 232174

snoitacifidoMllaW

llawniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-2/1WR 11.1 830.02 1.6 061482

llawniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-1WR 076.0 361.91 2.01 027093

llawniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-5.1WR 045.0 108.81 9.11 082794

llawniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-2WR 014.0 806.81 8.21 048306

llawniSPX)ni(5.2+esacesab-5.2WR 063.0 325.81 2.31 004017

llawniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-3WR 3.0 84.81 4.31 069618

llawniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-4WR 032.0 614.81 7.31 0800301

TABLE 2. WALL AND ROOF MODIFICATIONS, THEIR PEAK COOLING LOADS, PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE,
INVESTMENT COST

base case. The roof with 1.5, 2 and 2.5 inches thicknesses
show a decrease of 31.9, 33.2 and 33.8% respectively.
The roof with 3 inch is depicting a decrease of 34.1%.
The roof with 4 inches thickness shows a decrease of
34.5%.

FIG. 3. COMPARISON OF PEAK COOLING LOADS BY
MODIFICATIONS IN ROOF
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The percentage difference of the peak cooling loads of
roof insulation having different thicknesses from peak
cooling load of base case is shown in Fig. 4. Thus the
significant percentage difference of 29.7% of roof from
base case is achieved with 1 inch insulation and only a
6% difference results with increase thickness from 1 inch
to 4 inch. It shows that the incremental increase in
insulation thickness progressively deliver the reducing
benefits because insulation is provided to cut off heat
gain and up to 1 inch thick insulation maximum heat gain
is block and further increase in insulation thickness has
no significant effect on ceasing the heat gain but the
investment cost is increased too much and energy saving
increases only 6%. Thus the use of 1 inch insulation in
roof is much economical.

The results show that insulation modifications in wall
reduced the cooling load of the building as shown in
Fig. 5. The wall with ½ and 1 inch insulation showing a
decrease of 6.1 and 10.2% respectively in the peak cooling
load compared to the base case. The wall having 1.5, 2
and 2.5 inches thickness shows a decrease of 11.9, 12.8
and 13.2% respectively. The wall with 3 inches shows a
decrease of 13.4% while the wall with 4 inches thickness
results a decrease of 13.7%.

The percentage difference of the peak cooling loads of
wall insulation having different thicknesses from peak

FIG. 4. PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE OF ROOF INSULATION
VARIATIONS FROM BASE CASE

FIG. 6. PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE OF WALL INSULATION
VARIATIONS FROM BASE CASE

cooling load of base case is shown in Fig. 6. A significant
percentage difference of 10.2% of wall with 1 inch
insulation from base case is noted. Only a 4% of difference
results with increasing the thickness from 1 to 4 inches.
Using 4 inches insulation in wall will increase the cost of
the building to much extent; however the use of 1 inch
insulation in wall is much economical.

The Table 3 shows the simultaneously applied insulation

modifications in roof and walls, their percentage

difference from base case and investment cost of

insulation. Since seven modifications to the walls and roof

were formed and total 49 combinations for wall and roof

insulation were analyzed.

FIG. 5. COMPARISON OF PEAK COOLING LOADS BY
MODIFICATIONS IN WALL
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llawniSPX)ni(5.0+foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-2/1W2R 103.51 3.82 692935
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llawniSPX)ni(5.0+foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-2/1W3R 31.51 1.92 443746
llawniSPX)ni(5.0+foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-2/1W4R 660.51 4.92 293557
llawniSPX)ni(1+foorniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-1W2/1R 489.51 1.52 487384

llawniSPX)ni(1+foorniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-1W1R 387.21 1.04 808735
llawniSPX)ni(1+foorniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-1W5.1R 725.21 3.14 238195

llawniSPX)ni(1+foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-1W2R 172.21 5.24 658546
llawniSPX)ni(1+foorniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-1W5.2R 822.21 7.24 088996

llawniSPX)ni(1+foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-1W3R 121.21 2.34 409357
llawniSPX)ni(1+foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-1W4R 630.21 6.34 259168

llawniSPX)ni(5.1+foorniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-5.1W2/1R 687.31 4.53 443095
llawniSPX)ni(5.1+foorniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-5.1W1R 699.21 1.93 863446

llawniSPX)ni(5.1+foorniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-5.1W5.1R 216.21 9.04 293896
llawniSPX)ni(5.1+foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-5.1W2R 773.21 24 614257

llawniSPX)ni(5.1+foorniSPX)ni(5.2+esacesab-5.1W5.2R 313.21 3.24 044608
llawniSPX)ni(5.1+foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-5.1W3R 602.21 8.24 464068
llawniSPX)ni(5.1+foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-5.1W4R 581.21 9.24 215869
llawniSPX)ni(2+foorniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-2W2/1R 930.31 9.83 409696

llawniSPX)ni(2+foorniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-2W1R 533.21 2.24 829057
llawniSPX)ni(2+foorniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-2W5.1R 241.21 1.34 259408

llawniSPX)ni(2+foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-2W2R 410.21 7.34 679858
llawniSPX)ni(2+foorniSPX)ni(5.2+esacesab-2W5.2R 59.11 44 000319

llawniSPX)ni(2+foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-2W3R 929.11 1.44 420769
llawniSPX)ni(2+foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-2W4R 906.11 6.54 2705701

llawniSPX)ni(5.2+foorniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-5.2W2/1R 796.21 5.04 464308
llawniSPX)ni(5.2+foorniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-5.2W1R 929.11 1.44 884758

llawniSPX)ni(5.2+foorniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-5.2W5.1R 545.11 9.54 215119
llawniSPX)ni(5.2+foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-5.2W2R 714.11 5.64 635569

llawniSPX)ni(5.2+foorniSPX)ni(5.2+esacesab-5.2W5.2R 233.11 9.64 0659101
llawniSPX)ni(5.2+foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-5.2W3R 13.11 74 4853701
llawniSPX)ni(5.2+foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-5.2W4R 862.11 2.74 2361811
llawniSPX)ni(3+foorniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-3W2/1R 387.21 1.04 420019

llawniSPX)ni(3+foorniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-3W1R 581.21 9.24 840469
llawniSPX)ni(3+foorniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-3W5.1R 929.11 1.44 2708101

llawniSPX)ni(3+foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-3W2R 87.11 8.44 6902701
llawniSPX)ni(3+foorniSPX)ni(5.2+esacesab-3W5.2R 496.11 2.54 0216211

llawniSPX)ni(3+foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-3W3R 885.11 7.54 4410811
llawniSPX)ni(3+foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-3W4R 205.11 1.64 2918821

llawniSPX)ni(4+foorniSPX)ni(5.0+esacesab-4W2/1R 965.21 1.14 4413211
llawniSPX)ni(4+foorniSPX)ni(1+esacesab-4W1R 121.21 2.34 8617711

llawniSPX)ni(4+foorniSPX)ni(5.1+esacesab-4W5.1R 228.11 6.44 2911321
llawniSPX)ni(4+foorniSPX)ni(2+esacesab-4W2R 885.11 7.54 6125821

llawniSPX)ni(4+foorniSPX)ni(5.2+esacesab-4W5.2R 545.11 9.54 0429331
llawniSPX)ni(4+foorniSPX)ni(3+esacesab-4W3R 834.11 4.64 4623931
llawniSPX)ni(4+foorniSPX)ni(4+esacesab-4W4R 982.11 1.74 2131051

TABLE 3. COMBINATIONS OF WALL AND ROOF INSULATION, THEIR PEAK COOLING LOADS, PERCENTAGE
DIFFERENCE AND INVESTMENT COST
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It is clear that 4 inches insulation thickness in roof and 4
inches insulation thickness in wall (R4W4) shows the
least peak cooling load. Only 1 inch insulation thickness
in roof and 1 inch insulation thickness in wall advocates
a significant peak cooling load difference from base case.
The difference among the peak cooling loads of all other
combinations with increase in insulation seems non-
significant as shown in Fig. 7. It is inferred that for
economical solution modification with 1 inch insulation
thickness in roof and 1 inch insulation thickness in wall
(R1W1) should be used.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The present study has analyzed the thermal performance
of a single-family double storey residential building in
Lahore to determine the optimum insulation thickness
for building roof and walls based on peak cooling loads.
The envelope with 4 inches insulation thickness in roof
and 4 inches thickness in walls shows the least peak
cooling loads reduction of 47.1% from base case. The
construction cost increases with the thickness of
insulation and hence, increases the overall cost of the
building.

For the cost effective construction, the external wall
having 1 inch external layer of extruded polystyrene and

the 1 inch insulation layer in roof is considered as optimum
insulation thickness for energy efficient and cost effective
construction, which show nearly the same results i.e. peak
cooling loads reduction of 40.1%, but its construction is
cheaper. So this modification can be considered for cost
effectiveness.

For cost effective energy efficient envelope construction,
it is concluded that the effect of insulation on roof is
much significant as compared with the effect of insulation
on walls. Therefore in some cases to make cost effective
construction the insulation can be applied to roof only
which would also give a significant decrease in peak
cooling loads.

6. FUTURE WORK

The whole building life cost and projected energy cost
savings data will be incorporated in future study to
enhance the assessment of optimum insulation and
calculation of payback period.
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FIG. 7. COMPARISON OF PEAK COOLING LOADS BY MODIFICATIONS IN BOTH WALL AND ROOF
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